REFLECTOR KIT

PN 427047
Installation Instructions

**Reflector Ring**

1. Unscrew valve cap (1).
2. Place reflector ring (2) over threads (3).
3. Properly position spring inside valve: Wide end of spring fits in recessed hole on inside of cap; small end of spring fits over small boss on valve plate (4). While pulling on cord to keep spring in place, thread valve cap onto BC.
4. Fully inflate BC. Test dump valve by pulling on string. Re-inflate BC. Let stand for 30 minutes. BC should remain inflated.

**Reflector Patch**

*Note: Reflector patch is normally placed above inflator hold-down. On some smaller BCs, it must be attached below hold-down.*

1. Before installing reflector, attach low-pressure inflator hose (1).
2. Disconnect inflator hold-down and lift up corrugated hose (2).
3. Reflector patch is secured with “sandwich-style” hook & loop attachment. Place reflector against hose. Wrap inside hook flap (3) around inflator hose. Secure loop flap (4) to hook flap. Secure outer hook flap (5) to loop flap.